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Introduction 
 
When touring by motorcycle one come across some curious experiences.  The one related 
below, although not “Hair Raising”, at least held the spice of excitement in it.   
 
On this occasion I was travelling by the coast road from Bangor to Colwyn Bay, where I 
intended to spend a few days with some friends. 
 
The coast road runs through the fine old town of Conway, where I arrived at dusk.  Here I 
stopped for a short time and it became quite apparent that the Welsh people were superstitious, 
for, on enquiring the route, I was told the road was dark, lonely, and overhung with trees; also – 
Br-r-r! – that it was haunted!  Still I had made up my mind to reach Colwyn Bay which was only 
a matter of 15 miles away, and left Conway with a bright headlight illuminating the road for a 
considerable distance ahead. 
 
I had covered five or six miles without incident and had just turned a very tricky corner when I 
was startled by a queer shuffling noise, and saw what appeared to be a mass of glittering stars 
stretching across the road in front of me.  I promptly slowed down.  As I moved slowly forward 
the “mass of stars” started jumping about in a strange fashion and I began to think that the 
coffee(?) I had had for supper was rather too strong for me.  I had by now stopped dead to 
discover if there rally was anything amiss or whether my imagination was playing tricks with me. 
 
“Baa!” a trembling bleat broke upon my ears with unexpected suddenness, and a moment later, 
the truth burst upon me, with which I experienced a deep feeling of relief.  It was no 
supernatural apparition; ‘twas merely a flock of harmless sheep!  The “Glittering mass of stars” 
wee the reflection of my powerful headlight in the sheep’s eyes.  As the animals went passed on 
either side of me, a very old man apparently in charge of them said; “Thankee sir for stopping.  I 
am glad you heard me whistle.”  As though I could have heard his whistle a hundred yards off 
above the throbbing of my engine! 
 
Suffice it to say I reached Colwyn Bay without any further adventures or Ghosts. 
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The Joys of Night Riding 
 
By “Roadster”  Copyright 
 
 
There is always something mysterious and elusive about the quiet countryside, under a flood of 
the moon’s silver light; - especially when the “Hunter’s Moon” hangs low in the sky like a gigantic 
Chinese Lantern. 
 
To some people this means nothing, but to others, nothing is quite so beautiful as their favourite 
haunt, painted in a setting of blue and silver by the moon.  Perhaps the most enjoyable way of 
seeing this is by motorcycle.  
 
The moon greets you as you turn your machine countrywards and even the prosaic ugliness of 
modern towns, and cities with their suburbs take on a beauty and charm that is ethereal. 
 
A throbbing engine merrily beating its way into the unknown, - for that is what it is – a moonlight 
bathed country.  The road is a blue-white ribbon.  The delicate tracery of the trees outlined with 
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silver form a delicate filigree.  It is silent, - except for the strong beat of your engine.  The pleasure 
of these rides is not found in “Blinding” or “Record Breaking”, but rather by continually stopping.  
A spot we should pass in daylight with perhaps just a casual glance is of times perfectly glorious 
by moonlight.  Perhaps it is an old ruined Abbey or Castle, the habitation of by-gone Monks or 
Kings, you can almost imagine that the bell of the Abbey is tolling again out of the dim, mediaeval 
past. 
 
You can imagine the inmates of the Castle wandering around on their duties, with bobbing hand 
lanterns and the clank of armour etc.  You can almost hear the deep hush.  On top of a quiet 
moon – stop and listen!  Far away in the distance you can hear a farm dog barking at an intruder, 
- it stops – and once more silence shuts down like a cloak. 
 
Turn out your lamps and sit still, maybe you will be rewarded.  Just a flicker on the road in front 
of you as some little forager of the night is bent on supplying his larder.  Most probably it is a stoat 
or rat with a large and hungry family, but he is quite capable of supplying al their needs.  If you 
are lucky you will see sitting on a little tump of grass or a small hillock a rabbit sitting as though 
carved in stone.  You think him a fool to sit there with a hungry stoat hanging around?  No!  He is 
a sort of sentinel, and if you move smartly or blow on the horn you will find that like a flash of 
lightning he will drum the ground with his forepaws, then under your very eyes rabbits you had 
not seen, – or imagined to be so near – will vanish with a flourish of white tails into the safety of 
their burrows. 
 
Ride on again till you come to a fir wood.  It is a sight you cannot forget in a hurry.  The very road 
is covered with a delicate tracery thrown by the shadows of these trees.  The silence is more 
intense here, like the dim interior of a church.  Stately spires rise straight into the sky and show a 
deep blue-black against the silver background.  Oh yes! England is a land of glorious scenery, 
but by moonlight it is a fairy palace that cannot be equalled. 
 
Get out on the roads yourself.  Nothing I can write can adequately describe the glory of this country 
by moonlight.  You will find a longing to paint the picture, - as a camera cannot reproduce the fine 
colours and delicate shadows. 
 
Now you turn homeward with the prospect of a good supper – for which you will be quite ready – 
then to bed and sleep, - a good healthy sleep untroubled by nightmares etc, to wake fresh and fit 
for the next day, like a giant refreshed. 
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A Performance on Pave  
 
A Page from a Despatch Rider’s Diary by Roadster 
 

A Joy Ride in La Belle France 
 
“Whose for the “X “ “Division?” said Jones as he slid out of his somewhat muddy overalls and 
flung them in the corner of the hut, and dived for an old petrol tin – minus one side – that did duty 
for a washbowl.  “Fine old wind blew us home this evening” he said from under the mass of lather 
on his face.  Smith looked at the Duty roster as he informed me that it was my turn for the 10.30pm 
“mud crawl”. 
 
As you may imagine it was not a very comforting remark after Jones’ version of the weather, 
which is unwritable owing to the fact owing to the fact it hadn’t stopped raining for over a week 
and had now started to blow.   
 
Having one justice to a good(??) supper – Bully, Biscuits and Jam – assisted down with plenty of 
rum and coffee, I proceeded rather sorrowfully to don my overalls ready for the ride – amidst 
much good humoured chaff from the lucky ones who were going to turn in for the night.  Still their 
turn comes later so San Fairy Ann. 
 
At 10.25 I put in an appearance at the Signal Office next door to secure sundry letters & packets 
& instructions appertaining thereto. Having completed that I now proceed to the “old bus”.  Three 
or four kicks at the starter then a roar from the engine.  A hasty glance at the oil and tyres then 
across the wet saddle.  A click as the low gear goes home and we’re off for the night’s “Joy Ride”.   
 
Luckily I know the road well.  As no one will imagine it is no picnic riding 20 to 30 miles on country 
roads, lanes and footpaths, fields etc all more or less congested with traffic, horse, foot and motor, 
coming up from or going down to the line, and no lamps allowed. 
 
Oh! It’s a lovely night no moon, plenty of rain and a head wind, just “gun flashes” and “verey lights” 
(from the trenches) to guide you.  Ugh! Its na-pou.  Still its got to be done so least said soonest 
mended.  So the old bus and I slide our weary way through “H” a formerly nice town, now a heap 
of bricks, potholes, shell holes and villainous Pave all kinds of debris kindly distributed, free, gratis, 
and indiscriminately by our mutual friend “Jerry”.  Still we got through it somehow with nothing 
worse than a sever shaking and umpteen skids and plod on till we come to a level crossing just 
in time to see the gates shut in our face and a 20 minute wait in the soup. 
 
Of course it tries to come down harder if it can but – it can’t.  Having blaguurded (?) the old gate 
keeper without success I wait till the long troop train goes by rumbling and slowly into the night 
with a parting shout from some humorous Tommy of “Mind you don’t get wet and catch cold”. He 
is in the dry – more or less – in a “first class” cattle truck. Having finished analysing trains, gate 
keepers, weather, wars and my luck, the gate at last opens and I bump over the rails to proceed 
but another mile or so and be pulled up by a shout of “Mind where you’re D_ well coming to”.  A 
nasty swerve and a skid just missed the tail end of a column of Infantry just going up to the 
trenches.  Passing them leave the main road and take a short (??) up a lane where the mud is 
well over ones boot tops, the nice thin, sloshy, variety that dries like cement, but it’s not for far 
and the old bus sticks it well till once again we hit the Pave with a bump.   
 
At last!  After winding sundry back alleys I arrive at was once a Chateau, the remains of which is 
now used as the Headquarters of the “X” Division, well within the range of Jerry’s guns. 
Having skidded the old bus against the wall I dismount and descend to the lower regions viz large 
cellar now used as Divisional Signal office.  Having handed over my packages and obtained the 
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necessary signatures for same, I proceed to the next cellar, named “Mess Room” where the RE 
boys congregate when off duty.  My arrival is greeted with a chorus of shouts everyone asking 
questions at once.  After the din has subsided a little, questions come singly “any letters for me”? 
Any parcels?  How’s things at Corps Headquarters?  Are the roads greasy? It is raining? - because 
you look wet.  It’s about time you bought me a letter or two, When’s pay day?  What’s he paying 
out? Bring us a bottle of “Medecin” (wine) when you come again and some fags.  Whose on the 
next run?  Hope you don’t knock any lorries over on the way back.  Having replied satisfactorily, 
or otherwise, politely, or otherwise to majority of questions I reply with “Give us a fag”.  I can’t find 
mine for mud, also a drop of something to keep the wet out”.  These usually being forthcoming 
and gratefully accepted I depart with a cheery “So long boys”. 
 
I proceed home over the same old road.  Everything foes swimmingly or shall I say “slippingly” till 
I reach “F” again here swerving to dodge a mule I hit a truck with the result that the old bus rears 
badly then bolts from under me leaving me proceeding spread eagle fashion ignominiously along 
the grease for a few yards.  My  career as a Human Glider or toboggan is abruptly stopped by a 
brick wall much to the detriment of my knuckles.  Having gathered up what remains of me I 
proceed to dig the mud out of my eyes and off my face and hands which in due turn I wipe onto 
the wall.  Mud baths may be highly recommended by the medical profession but certainly do not 
agree with me.  The next thing is to find the old bus and after a struggle get it upright again and 
after a rough “Blindmans” examination which shows no broken parts we start off again. 
 
Till we reach the other end of town all goes well, suddenly the bus takes a violent fancy to an 
isolated lamp post – minus lamp – but nothing serious happens and at 2.30am we arrived home 
at Corps Headquarters, who on hearing the beat of the engine opens its doors to admit one DR 
and one bike plus half the mud of France and a torrent of language on the roads and the weather. 
 
Signatures being handed over and the nights work complete, the old bus filled up with oil and 
petrol, her toilet performed with the aid of a piece of wood and an old broom, she is put to bed.  
Having no one to perform the same congenial task for myself I put myself to bed and remain there 
sleeping peacefully till some clumsy devil walks on me on his way to breakfast. 
 
Thus ends a few brief hours of a Despatch Rider’s life in La Belle France.  
 
Pass the rum please. 
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